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Proton damage annealing has been postulated as a method for prolonging
the life of solar power systems in space. This paper describes a study of
such damage annealing. The objectives of the study were to I) minlmlze vari-
ables and examine fundamental characteristics of proton damage annealing, 2)
to make preliminary evaluation of the usefulness of annealing for prolonging
space missions, 3) to make a preliminary determination of optimum annealing
conditions, and 4) to provide a data base for planning more detailed research
programs.

A preliminary analytical model has been developed to describe the an-
neallng of proton damage as a function of time and temperature In silicon solar
cells. The anal'ytlcai work is supported by data from detailed lsochronal and
Isothermal annealing experiments on 2-Q-cm N/P silicon solar cells after Ir-
radiation to various fluences of 1.5 HeV protons.

The data Indicate that several defect species are created in silicon
during the irradiate-anneal process and that each species anneals with its own
characteristic tlme-temperature kinetics. This observation is In general
agreement with those of other workers for high energy electron and neutron dam-
age annealing. The relative amount of each specles of defect appears to be a
function of either the silicon starting material, i.e., low or high dislocation
density, or the impurity concentrations such as oxygen, phosphorous, and boron
in the silicon. It is found that the annealing process for the cells studied
can be described by a mode1 which conslders that at room temperature the de-
fects consist mainly of vacancy clusters. In the temperature range I00 to
)50°C these clusters begin to break up and release vacancies. Between 150 and
200°C, these released vacancies diffuse throughout the slllcon and either pair
with interst|tial silicon atoms and disappear (anneal) or pair with other im-
purity atoms creating new defect species (reverse anneal). At still higher
temperatures these newly created defects are disassociated and eventually
annealed. This model Is supported by the lsochronal annealing data of figure I.
The model can be expressed analytically by the following equations:
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where N_ is the number of vacancy clusters after irradiation, Nv is the number
of vacancy clusters as a functl(m of time, NIV is the number of impurity number

I-vacancy complexes as a functI(_n of time, N2v is the number of impurity number

2-vacancy complexes as a functi(_n of time, Tv' T v' T2v are the annealing time
_nstants for vacancy clusters, Impurity number l-vacancy, andimpurity number

_-vacancy respectively, and Ni_ NI, N2 are the number of interstitials, impuritynumber 1, and impurity number atoms respectively. Then the degradation in

short circuit current can be expressed by:
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(6)

where F is the fraction of defects remaining, Isc is the short circuit current
as a function of time, Isc o is the short circuit current before irradiation,

and Isc ¢ is the short circuit current immediately after irradiation. That the
quation (6) can qualitatively describe the annealing process is illustrated

_y the isothermal annealing data of figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 compared to a cal-
culated curve using equation (6). It is hypothesized that impurity number ] is
oxygen and impurity number 2 is the dopant impurity boron. This hypothesis ls
supported by comparison of annealing temperatures for each stage to that of
neutron annealing data where the defects have been more positively identified.

Figures 6 and 7 show the degree to which the power output of the proton
damaged cells can be restored. From these data it appears advantageous to
anneal at as high a temperature as possible. It was further observed that the
cells annealed after 3 x 10 II p/cm 2 annealed more rapidly and more completely
than those annealed after 3 x 1012 p/cm 2.

It Is further interesting to note that, although the cells had relatively

uniform electrical characteristics and degraded in a uniform manner as 111us-

trated in figure 8, the annealing response showed a wlde degree of scatter both

in recovery times and in degree of recovery. This suggests that the annealing

process is governed by parameters which do not strongly affect either initlal

cell performance or cell radiation resistance. If this is true and the factors

yielding faster and more complete recovery can be Identified then cells opti-
mized for annealing should be possible.

Conclusions that can be drawn are that 1) the annealing can be effective
in restoring the performance of proton damaged cells and 2) factors such as
silicon starting material, dopant materials, proton energy spectrum, damage level
at which anneals are performed0 temperature/time profiles, and solar cell ]unc-

_-ion designs should be considered in order to optimize annealing conditions.
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Ftgure 1. Isochronal Annealing Ftgure 2.
of Proton Damage

Isothermal Annea]tng
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Proton Damage at
400%
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Ftgure 7.
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Recover},Of' Solar Ce11]zPower After ,3 x 10
p/cm2 at 400"C
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FtguPe 6. Recovery of Solar Cell
Power After 3 x 1011

p/cm 2 at 400"C
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